AOX MOTHER'S DAY special

Drink To
A Healthy
Happy Family
Love for her family saw actress Sherry
Tan use AOX alkaline water, naturally
infused with hydrogen, oxygen and
rich in antioxidants, to improve her
children’s health and well-being.
As the heart of a family, nothing
brings mothers greater joy and
satisfaction than a healthy, happy
family. And AOX water’s many
satisfied customers, like local
artiste Sherry Tan, passionately
share how something as basic
as water has benefitted their
families.
The Obvious Choice
AOX brand ambassador Sherry
Tan chose AOX because unlike
an Alkaline Ioniser, AOX does
not require electricity and it does
not produce any waste water.
It is just like having a natural hot
and cold spring in her house.
The science in the water
Essentially, the AOX water
dispenser is a purifier and
it infuses the tap water with
hydrogen, oxygen and negative
ions, giving it anti-oxidant
properties. Alkalised, mineralised
and molecularly smaller, AOX
water is also more easily
absorbed by the body, aiding
hydration. Over two separate
blood tests, Sherry witnessed
the benefits of AOX water in
neutralising the free-radicals in
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her body and restore balance
at a cellular level, “I'm amazed
and convinced at the benefits,”
she shares. Images on the right
show the improvements Sherry
experienced after drinking the
AOX water.
Family First
Sherry proudly shares that the
improvement in her energy levels
and overall well-being was
noticeable after just months of
drinking AOX water. But she's
most happy with how the
water’s pH balancing properties
have dramatically eased her
daughters’ skin woes. Drinking
AOX water not only reduced
the frequency of her daughters’
eczema outbreaks, but it has
also helped "reduce the itch and
stop them from scratching" when
it did happen. The benefit: fewer
doctor's appointments and
less medication, which Sherry
disapproves of, “I don’t like the
idea of using steroids because
of the side-effects.” Sherry also
hopes that the AOX dispenser
she’s recently bought for her
father will aid his recovery from
a stroke.
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To find out more about AOX and its
products, visit Aox.com.sg.

LIFESTYLE/AOX contest #5
Win an AOX-2000 dispenser
Worth $1899

Every drop of AOX
is infused with
natural antioxidants
for boosting
immunity
A: <True or
False>
Please email or SMS your
answer to receive a Cookbook
& LBT health check
and stand a chance to win an
AOX-2000 dispenser.
<Contest #5, True or False, Your
Name, Contact Number & Email
Address>
email: contest@aox.com.sg
or SMS: 92214321
Closing Date: 10th June, 2014
Winner will be notified by email

